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All learning activities engaged

TRADITION Al. RI n,F.RS

1 Who is a Oaditional

2. Mention Paramotmt

Traditional tillers in

l,ago.s 3.Rclate How

traditional rulers are

chosen

4.Examine the historical

significan€T of

traditional ruler in Lagos

By the end of the lesson, pupils
should bc able to:
I. explain the meaning of
traditional ruler.
2. describe a paramount
traditional ruler
3. outline why traditional rulers
are important to the history of

4 The name of traditional By the end of the lesson, pupils
nmler in the community should be able to:

where school is located, 1.RecalJ the name of traditional

of the traditional ruler ruler in the community where the
title. school is located;

The origin of the 2.Mention the tide of the

traditional ruleds in the ruler in the

community community where die school is
located

3.Enmine fre origin of the

fraditional ruler-ship in the
community

upon during 
rcvisitcd

l. Pupils, as a class, brainstorm
on the meaning of traditional
ruler.

2.Pupils in small groups,
explain who a paramount
traditional ruler is
3.Pupils in pairs, are guided to
do research on how traditional
rulers arc chosen in Lagos

1.Pupils as a class , discuss and
brainstorm on the name and
tide of the traditional ruJer in
the school's community
2.Pupils in small voups,

the origin of
traditional ruler-ship in the
community where the school is
located

3.Pupils as a class, are guided
on organized excursion to the
palace of the traditional ruler in

the term will be
All Embedded 

5 THE PROCEDURES OF

BECOMING A

TRADITONAL RULER IN

LAGOS.

The various tradiäonal

4.Classify the tradiüonal ruler in

fre commun• into the

appropriate category of

tradiåonal in ruler in Lagos

By the end offfe lesson, pupils

should be able to:

LExplain the procedures of

becoming a tradiåon ruler in

lagos

die community the school is
situated

4.Pupils in pairs, discus the

category to which the

tradiüonal ruler in the schoob

communi belo

1.Pupilsasa class, discussffe

procedure ofbecoming a

baditional ruler in Lagos

2.Pupils in small youps,

mention the various traditional

crre
skills

.C.ritic.al thinking
and problem

Solving

2.Communicatjon
and Collaboration

ICreativity and
imaØrnäm

2.Citi7.ensMp
3.Dipl Literacy

1.Citizenship

2.0itical thir—
and pmblem

rites involved before an 2.Mention the various traditional rites involved before an

individual becomes a rites involved before an individual becomes a traditional

P.egmrcn
and

during the vcrmd term

chart the chat
showing the
rulers in lagm Yap rÆ
Ingrjs the
traditiornl rulers cm be

in Lagos
WEB REOURCF-STE

of

AUDIO VlüJAL

Chart the
cotxept
notochart showing the
traditional ruler in the

sdools community
LEARNING RESOURCES
WEB RESOURCE SITE
LINK

m>Nigeria

AUDIO VINJAL

RESOURCES

Chart showing the basic

concept of comnadon

&rts showing the

of becoming

a tradiäoaal ruler in

tradiåonal ruler in

Lagos

Items involved in die

insullaüon or
coronaåon ofa
traditional ruler in
Lagos iæ. Akoko leaves

e.t.c.\

How a traditional ruler
in Lagos is deposed

/dethroned

SYMBOLS OF

TRADITIONAL RULERS
AUTHORITY.

The uses of the symbols
of traditional ruler,
authority the
composition materials
used in producing
symbols oftradiåonal
rulers authority. The
relevance ofthese
Symbols of Traditional
rulers authority to
histo

individual becomes a badiüonal

ruler in lagos

3.Discuss the items involved in

the coronation ofa ü-adiUonal

ruler in lagos

4.Relate how a u•aditional ruler in

Lagos is dethroned

ruler in Lagos

3.Pupils in pairs, brainstorm on

the item involved in the

coronation of a traditional ruler

in Lagos

4.Pupils in groups, identi& and

explains how a traditional ruler

in Lagos is dethroned

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:
I.Explain symbols oftraditional

Ruler authority

2.Discuss the uses of the symbol

of authority of traditional ruler

3.Mention the material the

symbol of authority are made of

4.Tell why these symbols of

traditional rulers authority are

relevantto History

5.Whole watch video clip

on howthe comnatjon ofa king

is done in Nigeria.

1.Pupils as a class explain and

describe the symbols of

traditional rulers

3.Pupils in pairs, mention the

material used in making the

symbols of the traditional rulers

4.Pupils as a class, research on

the relevance of the symbol of

authority of the national ruler to

History

1.Communication AUDIO VISUAL

and Collaboration RESOURCES

2.Citizenship Chart showing basic

concept of the topic

picture chart showing

the symbol of authority

oftraditional ruler



EMBEDDED CORE

WKS TOPICS

7

Mil) TERM

8

TRADITIONAL RULERS

Political mlc, Religious

Role and

Judicial Roles etc

Limitation to the power

of the ti0ditional INIers

9 TITLE S

Who is a title Holder? 

LEARNINCJOBJF,CTIVES

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

I Discuss the roles of traditional

rulCl.s

2. Discuss the political colcs of

traditional rulers;

3, Explain the religious and

Judicial roles of traditional rulers

4.Reiate the limitation to the

power ofthe traditional ruler

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

The various types oftitle I.Explain who isa title holder

holders in the community 2. Mention the various types of

i.e. Balogun, lyralode, title holders in the community

Apena Oluwo etc. 3.Discuss the criteria for making

Criteria for making a a person a traditional tide holder

person a traditional title 4.Tell why a title holder may be

holder, condition that removed from his/her position

can result in the removal

of title holder

10 DUTIES OF By the end of the lesson, pupils

TRADITIONAL TITLE should be able to:

HOLDERS Various duties 1.Mention the duties canied out

LEARNING 
ACTIVITES

l.pupils as a class , explain and

describc the role of traditional

rulers

2.pupils in small groups ,

discuss the political roles of

traditional rulers

3.1)upils in pairs, share the

religious and traditional roles of

traditional rulers

4.1)upils as a class, examine the

limitation to the power of

traditional rulers

l.pupils as a class, discuss and

describe who is a title holder

2.pupils in small groups, list the

various title holders in the

community

3.Pupils as a class, discuss the

criteria for making a traditional

title holder

4.Pupils in pairs, mention the

reasons why title holders may

be removed from their osition

1.Pupils as a class, brainstorm

on the duties of title holders

2.Pupils as a class, mention

holder
of title holders

Importance of

by title holders various duties ofthe title 

2.Research the importance of title 3. Pupils in small groups, are

traditional title holder

11 THE LOCAL

GOVERNMENT

CHAIRPERSON

What is local

government

The name ofthe local

government area where

the school is located

The name of the local

holder in the community

3.Discuss the duties of title

holders in the community

4.Examine the short comings of

traditional tile holders

B the end ofthe lesson, u ils

should be able to:

I.Define a local government and

explain who a local government

chairperson is

2.Give the name of the

local government chairperson

government chairperson

Functions of the local

Government

Chairperson

12 REVISION General Revision of third term

work

guided to research and analyze

the importance oftraditional

title to the title holder.

4.Pupils in groups, debate on

the advantages and disadvantages

of traditional title holders

1.Pu ilsasaclass, ex lain the

meaning of the local

government and the local

government chairperson

2.Pupils in a small groups,

mention the name of the local

government area where the

school is located

3.Pupils in pairs, write in the

name ofthe local government

chairperson

4.Pupil, as individual, mention

the functions ofthe local

overnment chair erson

All activities embarked upon

during the term will be revisited

1.Leadership and

personal

Development

2.Creativity and

imagination

1.Communication

and Collaboration

2.Critical thinking

and Problem

solving

1.Citizenship

2.Critical thinking

and problem

solving

1.Communication

and Collaboration

2.Leadership and

personal

development

3.Digital Literacy

All embedded core

skills

HISTORY
LEARNING 

RESOURCES

AUDIO VISUAL

RESOURCES

Charts showing 
the

basic concept of the
rules of traditional
rulers picture chart
showing 

traditional
rulers performing 

their ;roles

AUDIO

RESOURCES

Charts showing duties
of tithe holders in the
community gallery walk

AUDIO VISUAL

RESOURCES

Chart showing duties of
title holders in the

community

Gallery walk

AUDIO VISUAL

RESOURCES

Chart explaining basic

concept of the topic

photo chart showing

areas under the local

government area

picture of the local

government chair

person

WEB RESOURCES

www.legit.ng

All relevant resources

and materials used in

the third term

13 EXAMINATION

WNIFIFD SCHEMES OF WORK FOR PRIMARY SCHOOLS (PRY 1-3
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